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SOUTH WEST ABORIGINAL LAND AND SEA COUNCIL — NATIVE TITLE CLAIMS 
Statement by Premier 

MR C.J. BARNETT (Cottesloe — Premier) [2.03 pm]: On Friday, 5 July 2013, the government of Western 
Australia presented a final offer to the South West Aboriginal Land and Sea Council to settle native title claims 
across the south west of Western Australia, including Perth. The historic offer is the culmination of more than 
three and a half years of close negotiations between the government, SWALSC and representatives from across 
the Noongar community, and has been conducted with immense effort and goodwill from both sides. If accepted 
by the Noongar people, the settlement will represent the most comprehensive agreement since the 1992 Mabo 
decision. 
The Noongar people are the largest single Aboriginal cultural bloc in Australia, comprising more than 30 000 
people, with the south west claims covering an area of approximately 194 000 square kilometres. The settlement 
is a fundamental investment in the Noongar community that will provide a foundation upon which the Noongar 
people can achieve generational change by directing development of their cultural, economic and social futures. 
The settlement will also improve partnerships between the Noongar community, government and the wider 
Western Australian community and foster respect and understanding of Noongar culture aspirations. 

A key element of the government’s offer is an act of Parliament to recognise Noongar people as the traditional 
owners of the south west. This act will symbolically recognise the unique place the Noongar people occupy in 
Western Australian society and history. The bill has been drafted, with input from senior Noongar elders and 
representatives. The state’s offer also includes: a perpetual future fund administered by the Noongar Boodja 
Trust into which the government will make instalments of $50 million a year indexed for 12 years; payments of 
$10 million a year for 12 years to support the establishment of a sustainable Noongar governance structure; a 
land package, comprising a maximum of 320 000 hectares of crown land in the south west in multiple tenure 
parcels to be transferred to the Noongar Boodja Trust; a joint management partnership between the Department 
of Parks and Wildlife and the Noongar community across the south west conservation estate; a streamlined 
Aboriginal cultural heritage management regime to increase the protection of Noongar cultural heritage; the 
transfer of 120 former native welfare department houses to the trust as part of an enhanced home ownership 
scheme; a funding contribution towards the development of a Noongar cultural centre in the metropolitan area; 
an improvement in the delivery of human services through increased partnerships between government and the 
Noongar regional corporations; and improved opportunities for Noongar economic participation through joint 
ventures and increased employment and contracting. 

The government’s offer is conditional upon every reasonable effort being made to authorise the settlement as 
soon as possible, with the objective being to commence the settlement in July 2014. The government takes great 
pride in having reached this point in the negotiations and acknowledges the difficult decision that lies with the 
Noongar people as they consider the offer presented by the state. The South West Aboriginal Land and Sea 
Council has now commenced an intensive consultation program in the Noongar community. The government has 
great faith that an agreement will be reached in the near future. 
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